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MEGA MILL INSTALLATION/ 
OPERATION and 

MAINTENANCE MANUAL 

Before using this equipment: 

 AVOID INJURY, read and understand all instructions given
in this manual

 Familiarize yourself and others with the safety labels
installed on this equipment

 Designate an accessible place for this manual and keep it
available to all users at all times

PRICE $15.00 

Unit shown with accessories removed for 
illustrative purposes only. 

MODEL 

SERIAL NO 
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Data Sheet VS  Unit    

mGard is the ultimate range of robust mechanical trapped key products. Trapped key 
technology offers purely mechanical access locks (removing the need for expensive 
wiring). mGard offers an extensive variety of modular interlocking solutions.

www.fortressinterlocks.com

Description:
The VS unit measures the regenerative voltage produced 
by a motor and prevents removal of the gate key until the 
machine has come to rest. It is typically used to ensure a 
trapped key sequence can only begin when the machine 
has come to rest. The VS unit is used where there is a 
‘run down period’, such as mixers or high inertia roller 
systems. Once the key is released, the machine cannot 
be re-started until the gate key has been returned. The VS 
unit is a combination of an independently certifi ed ‘Back 
EMF’ unit, a safety relay and a solenoid controlled lock.

The lock also has a positively guided rotary switch fi tted to it and a lamp indicates 
when the gate access key can be removed.  The VS unit is particularly useful in 
situations where there is a variable rundown period or where the use of an electronic 
timer would introduce ineffi ciencies.  The VS unit is housed in a Polycarbonate 
enclosure and sealed to IP65.

The VS unit monitors the supply lines to the motor. It is designed to detect shorts or open circuits on each 
input line. On request the sensitivity threshold can be altered to operate with non standard motors. A single 
phase version is available on request. A security label is provided to indicate if the setting has been changed 
after initial installation.

The motor is controlled via two independent external contactors (see external wiring diagrams on page 4). 
Monitoring contacts are used to identify a failure of a contactor. If this happens, the other contactor is held off 
until the fault is rectifi ed.

If the motor starts turning (through stored potential energy in the system or by maintenance), the machine 
cannot be restarted even if the key has been returned to the unit.

For installations where multiple access points are needed, the released key can be inserted into a separate 
mGard key exchange unit.  This can be a BM, DM or XM unit and a wide variety of sequences can be gener-
ated.  See relevant BM, DM or XM Data Sheets.
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Data Sheet VS Unit   

Technical Specifi cation Technical Specifi cation 
Automatic self-test when control voltage is applied.
Output circuit is redundant - Two channel operation.
Measuring inputs for single or three-phase motors.
Feedback control loop for monitoring external contactors/relays.

The VS unit prevents further operation in the following cases:
- Power supply failure.
- Component failure.
- Interruption of measuring circuits.
- Coil defect in a relay/cable break.

With every on-off cycle of the machine, the relays are automatically tested to make sure they open and close 
correctly.
External 22mm LED lamp indicates that the key release solenoid has been energised.
Internal Semiconductor output (Galvanically separated).
Semiconductor output 24 V DC/50mA ,PNP short-circuit proof.
External voltage supply for semiconductor output 24 V DC +/-20 %.
Internal LED for Operating Voltage (For Installation / maintenance / Checking).
Internal LED for channel 1 and channel 2 (For Installation / maintenance / Checking).
Internal LED for switching status (For Installation / maintenance / Checking).

Electrical Data
Operating Voltage : 24Vac, 24Vdc, 110Vac, 230Vac.
Voltage Tolerance UB 85-110 %.
Frequency Range (AC): 50 ... 60 Hz.
Residual Ripple (DC): 20%.
Power Consumption (Key release solenoid de-energised: 11VA / 7 W.
Power Consumption (Key release solenoid energised: 21VA / 12 W.

Life
Mechanical Life 1 x 107 cycles.
Electrical Life (1A/230V AC, cos θ =.1) 1 x 105  cycles.

Features
Hysteresis per channel:
Response time Uan = 20 ... 500 mV.
Release time Uab = 2xUan.
Delay-on Energisation approximately: 1 s.
Delay-on De-Energisation approximately: 170 ms.
Delay-on Energisation after failure and applying operating voltage again approximately: 2 s.

Input Voltage 110 ... 500 V AC maximum voltage: 690 V AC.
Frequency range 0 ... 150 Hz.
Input Impedance approximately: 660 k.
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Part Numbers:
VS-CLIL-024 - VS unit: CL type lock with Stainless Steel internals, padlockable dust cover, 24V supply.
VS-CLIL-110 - VS unit: CL type lock with Stainless Steel internals, padlockable dust cover, 110V supply.
VS-CLIL-230 - VS unit: CL type lock with Stainless Steel internals, padlockable dust cover, 230V supply.
VS-CLIN-024 - VS unit: CL type lock with Stainless Steel internals, no dust cover, 24V supply.
VS-CLIN-110 - VS unit: CL type lock with Stainless Steel internals, no dust cover, 110V supply.
VS-CLIN-230 - VS unit: CL type lock with Stainless Steel internals, no dust cover, 230V supply.
VS-CLIS-024 - VS unit: CL type lock with Stainless Steel internals, Stainless Steel dust cover, 24V supply.
VS-CLIS-110 - VS unit: CL type lock with Stainless Steel internals, Stainless Steel dust cover, 110V supply.
VS-CLIS-230 - VS unit: CL type lock with Stainless Steel internals, Stainless Steel dust cover, 230V supply.
VS-MLIL-024 - VS unit: ML (Master) type lock with Stainless Steel internals, padlockable dust cover, 24V supply.
VS-MLIL-110 - VS unit: ML (Master) type lock with Stainless Steel internals, padlockable dust cover, 110V supply.
VS-MLIL-230 - VS unit: ML (Master) type lock with Stainless Steel internals, padlockable dust cover, 230V supply.
VS-MLIN-024 - VS unit: ML (Master) type lock with Stainless Steel internals, no dust cover, 24V supply.
VS-MLIN-110 - VS unit: ML (Master) type lock with Stainless Steel internals, no dust cover, 110V supply.
VS-MLIN-230 - VS unit: ML (Master) type lock with Stainless Steel internals, no dust cover, 230V supply.
VS-MLIS-024 - VS unit: ML (Master) type lock with Stainless Steel internals, Stainless Steel dust cover, 24V supply.
VS-MLIS-110 - VS unit: ML (Master) type lock with Stainless Steel internals, Stainless Steel dust cover, 110V supply.
VS-MLIS-230 - VS unit: ML (Master) type lock with Stainless Steel internals, Stainless Steel dust cover, 230V supply.
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External Wiring Diagram - Inverter

If an inverter is to be used, it should be 
positioned as shown.

External Wiring Diagram  - Contactor

This wiring is used to operate the motor via two 
independent contactors.  Monitoring contacts are used 
to identify a failure of one contactor.  If this happens, 
the other contactor is held off until the fault is rectifi ed.
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FINE GRINDERS 
HAMMERMILLS 

CRUSHER/FLAKE BREAKERS 
COMPACTORS/BRIQUETTERS 

AIR CLASSIFIERS 
ROTARY SIFTERS 

VIBRATING SCREENS 
ROTARY FEEDERS 

QUICK-TAKE-APART AIRLOCKS 
MINI-SIFTERS 

BATCHING SYSTEMS 
MODULAR WEIGHING SYSTEMS 

BAGGING CONTROLS 
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